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Angular momentum for automation
50 years of competence in indexing and
positioning
It is not the fast flow, but the fast change between movement and
standstill that characterises our production. The heart of production
lines encompassing linear and rotary operations, are index drives
generating the desired indexing time from constant motor rotation.
This technique is not entirely new, because the basic principle is already depicted on sketches of drive system worked out by Leonardo da
Vinci in the 16th century. However, the principle of index drives is still
highly topical 500 years later. 50 years ago, with the construction of
principle of rotary index tables, Hans Jäger created the basis for the
former EXPERT Maschinenbau GmbH, founded on 23 May 1961
together with his partners Karl Raab and Max Sievers in Lorsch
(Bergstraße).
Through contacts with the automotive industry the young company
soon grew into a globally operating group, focussing on the area of
weld technology, conveying technology and the production of complex
industrial facilities. Even though the company no longer exists in this
form, EXPERT-TÜNKERS GmbH, carries on the original key programme of turntables and index drives and continuously develops it
by means of innovative solutions in a permanent dialogue with our
customers. The new high-performance EDX and EDH series demonstrate this.
Solutions for highly dynamic movement and transporting systems are
our world, in which we have gained a special degree of competence
over a period of 50 years and which allows us to create momentum for
your automation solutions.
Your EXPERT-TÜNKERS team

Olaf Tünkers
Managing director

Frank Giebenhain
Sales Manager

“Studies by Leonardo da Vinci on index drives”
Quelle Bild: Science & Society Picture Library Science Museum
National Media Museum | National Railway Museum
NMSI Enterprises, Science Museum, Exhibition Road, London SW7 2DD
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The rotary table principle

The EXPERT-TÜNKERS rotary table principle
Rotary drives are elementary transport modules in manufacturing and shoulder a high
degree of responsibility for production processes. Therefore, highest process reliability is the top maxim in the development and construction of EXPERT-TÜNKERS rotary
tables.
Put into simple terms, a rotary table consists of a drive, a housing and a rotary plate.
The layout of the rotary plate bearing defines the performance data of the rotary table
proper. The patented EXPERT-TÜNKERS construction principle allows for an equally
simple, low-maintenance and extremely productive system structure.
The EXPERT-TÜNKERS construction principle
1. Rotary plate and housing accommodate the bearing
All conventional needle bearings or crossed roller bearings severely narrow the
constructive possibilities as to the realisation of simple and therefore robust solutions.
In the process, tables must be equipped with additional seals or column-like centre
structures to support the axial loads.
With EXPERT-TÜNKERS rotary tables, however, the table and the housing directly
serve the accommodation of the bearing. Next to an extremely space-saving design,
the following advantages are created:
– solid, level table encompassing the ball bearing; ideal structural base for fixtures,
no interfering edges;
– safe protection of the mechanisms underneath against weld splatter, splashes of
water etc.without additional seals etc.;
– very simple construction as only one external bearing is required, whereas other
types of construction rely on up to three bearings (axial and radial), which have to
be adjusted to each other;
– high bearing loads can be realised, as the bearing is optimally installed at the
outer perimeter of the table;
– easy maintenance, bearing can be readjusted without removal of the table.
2. Wider opening in the centre column
Due to the bearing being externally located, the centre area of the table housing and
the rotary plate can be freely designed and it allows for a large central opening for
media supply lines.
Table plate
Table plate bearing

Cam followers
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Cast housing

3. Easy disassembly of cam followers
Overstressing of rotary tables, e.g. through crash or operating errors can cause
defects to driving cams. The EXPERT-TÜNKERS construction allows for easy replacing of cam actuators from the top, even on jammed tables.
4. High-precision fit in working position due to the cam drive principle
With indexing tables the plate is driven via two cam actuators. In neutral position,
they move to a broadened cam profile resting in this position and, therefore, provide for a locked working position with high-precision fit.

5. SMARTTURN: Rotary pulse generator instead of complex switch assembly
The new generation of rotary tables is optionally supplied with an inductive rotary pulse generator and the
stand-alone SmartTurn control, which replaces complex mechanical barring gears and controls the tables fully
automatically.
Advantages:
– Self-teaching system
– Easy initial operation due to the first movement cycle
– No readjustment required
– Integrated monitoring of the brake path, including brake wear, with alarm signal “Reline“ and
emergency shutdown
Overview of aspects in favour of EXPERT-TÜNKERS rotary tables
Easy replacement and maintenance of cam actuators from the
top – without disassembly of the
customers’ fixtures

High-precision fit in
working position due to
cylindrical cam profile
principle

Solid closed and
level table/plate with
large assembly area

Wider opening with centre
column for media supply

One bearing located
at the
outer perimeter

Rotary pulse generator SmartTurn
instead of complex switch assembly
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Standard rotary tables

Standard rotary tables and trunnion drives
EDX series
are precision index drives of very compact dimensions, with fixed positions and maximum torque for rotating movements and dynamic indexing of loads of up to 20 tons
with standard cycle times of 2 to 6 seconds. They are driven via energy-saving threephase a.c. motors, the drive movement of which is converted into an indexed movement of the rotary table via a positive cylindrical cam profile.
Typical applications for EXPERT-TÜNKERS rotary tables are, e.g. tool changing ope-

rations in body-in-white welding lines, the channelling in and out of workpiece carriers
or rotary tables for operation sequences / manufacturing processes, in particular with
a view to serial production. EXPERT rotary drives are suitable for horizontal and vertical operation, for instance, in the form of trunnion drives.
Specific advantages
– More torque due to the new multiple cam follower principle
– As to the EDX series, at least two cam actuators are always engaged for power
transmission from the drive roller to the rotary table during acceleration and deceleration
– Forces generated in the event of an emergency stop are distributed over several cam
actuators
– Considerably higher torques can be transmitted on the basis of the same dimensions
Operating principle
Locked resting angle

Table plate

Drive cam
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Cam
followers

Design and function
EXPERT-TÜNKERS precision rotary tables convert constant drive movements into indexed output movements.
Due to the construction of the cylindrical cam profiles in accordance with mathematical laws on curves, a
smooth and shockless motion sequence is generated.
When in operation, the cam effects a stepwise rotation of the table by the defined angular displacement per
step. A form-closed positioning of the table plate with high-precision fit is achieved in the dwell position, without additional locking mechanism.
Laws of Motion
Index drives which must accelerate and decelerate inertial masses from resting positions, are required to produce smooth and shockless motions. Here the law of motion suited for the customer application, for instance
modified sines, is applied.
Series features
Housing
– Newly dimensioned compact housing, processed according to standards, for improved and easy centering
and orientating of rotary tables
– Openings are provided in the centre and on the sides for the installation of supply lines
Cylindrical cam profile
– Hardened and ground for low-vibration motion and long service life
– Maintenance, assembly and disassembly via opening on the side of the housing
Cam followers
– Hardened and ground
– Maintenance, assembly and disassembly are directly possible from the top of the table plate (openings in the
tooling plate are to be accordingly provided for)
– Cover plates for protection of the cam followers
Table plate
– Newly dimensioned table plate with enhanced performance data
– Due to the arrangement of the table plate and ball bearing, no supplementary covers are needed to protect
the bearing (contact with spatter, water, dust can be avoided under normal environmental conditions)
– The table plate is prepared to accomodate according centering bushings
Ball bearing
– Quality bearings especially tailored to meet EXPERT-TÜNKERS requirements
– Inspection and adjustment possibilities from outside, with loaded tooling plate (no disassembly required)
Drive
– The rotary table is driven by an energy-saving three-phase motor.
– Optional operational modes: One or two speeds, one direction of rotation (right or left), two directions of rotation (reversing)
Control
Our new “intelligent” SmartTurn system, is used as a standard control for rotary tables with fixed divisions.
The new generation of rotary tables is optionally supplied with an inductive switch and the stand-alone SmartTurn control system, which replace the complex mechanical switching devices and fully control the table
Advantages:
– Self-teaching system
– Easy start-up through the first movement cycle
– No adjustment required
– Integrated monitoring of the brake path, including brake wear, with warning signal “Brale pad change“ and
safety shutdown
Technical data
– Please refer to the data sheets for information on the technical data and geometric dimensions of the rotary
tables
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EDX example design
The design diagrams of the EDX series of rotary tables serve to provide you with a simple and roughly estimated design of the rotary table size required for your application.
We recommend having your design verified by our computation department as soon as detailed performance
data is available to you.

The customer would like to rotate two tools of 1700 kg weight each by 180º. The radius from the centre of the
rotary table to the mass centre of the tool is 800 mm. Place a vertical line on the x-axis (radius mass centre
tool) at 800 mm and one horizontal line on the y-axis (mass of the single tool) at 1700 kg. The point of intersection of the two lines lies within the field of the rotary table size EDX 1170 / 2, with a possible indexing time
of t = 5 sec. with an output angle of 180º.
10

Design diagram for the EDX series of rotary tables
2-part division
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Design diagram for the EDX series of rotary tables
3-part division
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Design diagram for the EDX series of rotary tables
4-part division
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Technical data
EDX

465

500

Repeatability

± 0.01 mm
± 0.01 mm
with Rs = 52.5 mm with Rs = 75 mm

± 0.01 mm
with Rs = 100 mm

Positioning accuracy

± 0.02 mm
± 0.02 mm
with Rs = 52.5 mm with Rs = 75 mm

± 0.02 mm
with Rs = 100 mm

max. admissible
axial load ABA

7,500 N

10,000 N

15,000 N

max. admissible
overturning moment KMA

250 Nm

300 Nm

1,000 Nm

max. admissible
radial load RBA

2,500 N

3,500 N

5,000 N

Mass of the indexing table
including drive

~ 25 kg

~ 50 kg

~ 80 kg

Subject to technical modifications.
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Rotary table EDX 410
Precision index drives for rotating movements
Also available as trunnion drives

1 Rotating
2 4 x M8 x 14 on Ø130
In one of the dwell periods in this position

3 Possible borings by the customer
to Ø130, max. 14 deep

4 Fixed
5 4 x M6 x 12 on Ø48
Fixed

6 4 x M10 x 25
Identical position on sides C-D-E-F

7 4 x Ø11
Identiscal position on sides A and B

8 Primary gear with friction clutch
9 Switch cams and initiator
0 Brake motor
q Space for disassembly
w Detail

* Measurements subject to the type of drive

Subject to technical modifications.
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Rotary table EDX 465
Precision index drives for rotating movements
Also available as trunnion drives

1 Rotating
2 4 x M8 x 18 on Ø170
In one of the dwell periods in this position

3 Possible borings by the customer to
Ø170, max. 18 deep

4 Fixed
5 4 x M6 x 14 on Ø70
Fixed

6 4 x M10 x 25
Identical position on side C-D-E-F

7 4 x Ø11
Identiscal position on sides A and B

8 Primary gear with friction clutch
9 Switch cams and initiator
0 Brake motor
q Space for disassembly
w Detail

* Measurements subject to the type of drive

Subject to technical modifications.
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Rotary table EDX 500
Precision index drives for rotating movements
Also available as trunnion drives

1 Rotating
2 4 x M10 x 18 on Ø200
In one of the dwell periods in this position

3 Possible borings by the customer to
Ø200, max. 18 deep

4 Fixed
5 4 x M8 x 14 on Ø80
Fixed

6 4 x M12 x 30
Identical position on side C-D-E-F

7 4 x Ø13
Identical position on sides A and B

8 Primary gear with friction clutch
9 Switch cams and initiator
0 Brake motor
q Space for disassembly
w Detail

* Measurements subject to the type of drive

Subject to technical modifications.
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Technical data
Type

Ø table plate
[mm]

Height
[mm]

max. axial load
[kg]

EDX 610

360

250

1100

EDX 700

450

310

2400

EDX 810

560

360

3200

EDX 960

710

450

4800

EDX 1170

920

550

6400

EDX 1370

1120

620

11000

EDX 1600

1350

720

16000

EDX 1900

1650

800

> 20000

EDX 2250

2000

920

> 24000

EDX 2750

2500

920

> 28000

EDX 3400

3150

920

> 30000

Subject to technical modifications.
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Rotary table EDX 610/A7248
Precision index drives for rotating movements

Subject to technical modifications.

19

Rotary table EDX 700/A7111
Precision index drives for rotating movements

Subject to technical modifications.

20

Rotary table EDX 810/A7051
Precision index drives for rotating movements

Subject to technical modifications.

21

Rotary table EDX 960/A6867
Precision index drives for rotating movements

Subject to technical modifications.

22

Rotary table EDX 1170/A7000
Precision index drives for rotating movements

Subject to technical modifications.

23

Rotary table EDX 1370/A7181
Precision index drives for rotating movements

Subject to technical modifications.

24

Rotary table EDX 1600/A7575
Precision index drives for rotating movements

Subject to technical modifications.
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Rotary table EDX 1900/A7768
Precision index drives for rotating movements

Technical data
Static load ratings of the table bearing
(theoretical values of the bearing manufacturers)
COA = 3166000 N
COR = 1489000 N
COM = 1109000 Nm
resulting maximum tangential moment due to
processing forces at table plate stillstand: Mt = 27500 Nm
Order example:
EDX 1900 2
6.7 400 V - 50 Hz







 Type






 Motor



 Indexing time

 Division

Subject to technical modifications.
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data

Divisions
Tool plate
Accuracy
Total mass
Drive
Note

Standard divisions: 2,3,4,5,6,8,10,12
further divisions upon request
Assembly of the toll plate see dimensional drawing
± 21 seconds of arc
High-precision model upon request
approx. 2800 kg (subject to motor size)
Brake motor according to requirement
As to these series, customised design on the
basis of different technical data is possible upon
request.

Rotary table EDX 2250/A7769
Precision index drives for rotating movements

Technical data
Static load ratings of the table bearing
(theoretical values of the bearing manufacturers)
COA = 3956000 N
COR = 1861000 N
COM = 1675000 Nm
resulting maximum tangential moment due to
processing forces at table plate stillstand: Mt = 34650 Nm
Order example:
EDX 2250 2
7.0 400 V - 50 Hz







 Type






 Motor



 Indexing time

 Division

data

Divisions
Tool plate
Accuracy
Total mass
Drive
Note

Standard divisions: 2,3,4,5,6,8,9,10,12
further divisions upon request
Assembly of the toll plate see dimensional drawing
± 33 seconds of arc
High-precision model upon request
approx. 3500 kg (subject to motor size)
Brake motor according to requirement
As to these series, customised design on the
basis of different technical data is possible upon
request.

Subject to technical modifications.
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Rotary table EDX 2750/A7770
Precision index drives for rotating movements

Technical data
Static load ratings of the table bearing
(theoretical values of the bearing manufacturers)
COA = 4883000 N
COR = 4498000 N
COM = 2642000 Nm
resulting maximum tangential moment due to
processing forces at table plate stillstand: Mt = 44000 Nm
Order example:
EDX 2750 3
6.3 400 V - 50 Hz







 Type






 Motor



 Indexing time

 Division

Subject to technical modifications.
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data

Divisions
Tool plate
Accuracy
Total mass
Drive
Note

Standard divisions: 2,3,4,5,6,8,9,1012
further divisions upon request
Assembly of the toll plate see dimensional drawing
± 26 seconds of arc
High-precision model upon request
approx. 4500 kg (subject to motor size)
Brake motor according to requirement
As to these series, customised design on the
basis of different technical data is possible upon
request.

Rotary table EDX 3400/A7771
Precision index drives for rotating movements

Technical data
Static load ratings of the table bearing
(theoretical values of the bearing manufacturers)
COA = 5065000 N
COR = 2383000 N
COM = 3456000 Nm
resulting maximum tangential moment due to
processing forces at table plate stillstand: Mt = 55000 Nm
Order example:
EDX 3400 3
8.2 400 V - 50 Hz







 Type






 Motor



 Indexing time

 Divsion

data

Divisions
Tool plate
Accuracy
Total mass
Drive
Note

Standard divisions: 2,3,4,5,6,8,10,12,16
further divisions upon request
Assembly of the toll plate see dimensional drawing
± 21 seconds of arc
High-precision model upon request
approx. 5500 kg (subject to motor size)
Brake motor according to requirement
As to these series, customised design on the
basis of different technical data is possible upon
request.

Subject to technical modifications.
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Trunnion drive EDX 610/A7249
Precision index drives for rotating movements

Subject to technical modifications.

30

Trunnion drive EDX 700/A7112
Precision index drives for rotating movements

Subject to technical modifications.

31

Trunnion drive EDX 810/A7052
Precision index drives for rotating movements

Subject to technical modifications.

32

Trunnion drive EDX 960/A6866
Precision index drives for rotating movements

Subject to technical modifications.

33

Trunnion drive EDX 1170/A7001
Precision index drives for rotating movements

Subject to technical modifications.

34

Trunnion drive EDX 1370/A7182
Precision index drives for rotating movements

Subject to technical modifications.

35

Trunnion drive EDX 1600/A7576
Präzisions-Schrittantriebe für Drehbewegungen

Subject to technical modifications.
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Flexible rotary tables

Flexible rotary tables and trunnion drives,
EDH series
are drive modules for the realisation of flexible motion operations based on the use of
freely programmable servo motors. Contrary to the standard rotary table, the cycle of
motions is not defined by the form of the index cam, but the movement profile of the
servo motor. For this reason, output angle and acceleration can be freely selected and
specifically adjusted to the relevant load. Due to the approved EXPERT mechanics
with cam technology, bearing and robust housing, the same precision is reached as is
with conventional drives. That is why output angle and acceleration can be freely chosen and specifically adjusted to the relevant loading condition. The approved

EXPERT- TÜNKERS – mechanism with cam technology, bearing and robust housing
construction provides for the same degree of precision as with conventional drives.
Designed for flexible use, rotary tables of this series are particularly suitable for driving
operations in which the sequence of motion must be permanently changed during the
production process, for instance by new loads, new positions/end positions or directions of movement. A typical example is the manufacture of different vehicles in one
production line which necessitates flexible retooling in the production cycle.
One particular advantage of the flexible series is the extremely flat design facilitating
space-saving installation and therefore ergonomic construction of fixture systems.
Specific advantages
– More torque due to the new multiple cam follower principle
– As to the EDX series, at least two cam followers are always engaged for power transmission from the drive cam to the rotary table during acceleration and deceleration
– Forces generated in the event of an emergency stop are distributed over several cam
followers
– Considerably higher torques can be transmitted on the basis of the same the dimensions

Operational principle
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EDH example design
The design diagrams of the EDX series of rotary tables, serve to provide you with a simple and roughly
estimated design of the rotary table size required for your application.
We recommend having your design verified by our computation department as soon as detailed performance
data is available to you.

The customer would like to rotate two tools of 2600 kg weight each by 180º. The radius from the centre of the
rotary table to the mass centre of the tool is 1000 mm. Place a vertical line on the x-axis (radius mass centre
tool) at 1000 mm and one horizontal line on the y-axis (mass of the single tool) at 2600 kg. The point of intersection of the two lines lies within the field of the rotary table size EDX 1170, with a possible indexing time of t
= 5 sec. with an output angle of 180º.
39

Design diagramm for rotary tables of the EDH series
90° indexing angle
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Design diagramm for rotary tables of the EDH series
120° indexing angle
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Design diagramm for rotary tables of the EDH series
180° indexing angle
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Technical data
Type

Ø Table plate
[mm]

Height
[mm]

max. axial load
[kg]

EDH 610

360

190

1100

EDH 700

450

240

2500

EDH 810

560

280

3700

EDH 960

710

310

5800

EDH 1170

920

360

8200

EDH 1370

1120

420

13000

EDH 1600

1350

480

16000

Subject to technical modifications.
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Rotary table EDH 610/A7377

Subject to technical modifications.

44

Rotary table EDH 700/A6724

Subject to technical modifications.

45

Rotary table EDH 810/A7127

Subject to technical modifications.

46

Rotary table EDH 960/A6725

Subject to technical modifications.

47

Rotary table EDH 1170/A7095

Subject to technical modifications.

48

Rotary table EDH 1370/A6880

Subject to technical modifications.

49

Rotary table EDH 1600/A7538

Subject to technical modifications.

50

Trunnion drive EDH 610/A7378

Subject to technical modifications.

51

Trunnion drive EDH 700/A6877

Subject to technical modifications.

52

Trunnion drive EDH 810/A7128

Subject to technical modifications.

53

Trunnion drive EDH 960/A6879

Subject to technical modifications.

54

Trunnion drive EDH 1170/A7105

Subject to technical modifications.

55

Trunnion drive EDH 1370/A6881

Subject to technical modifications.

56

Trunnion drive EDH 1600/A7539

Subject to technical modifications.
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Heavy-duty rotary tables

Heavy-duty rotary tables
Based on the approved construction principle of EXPERT-TÜNKERS standard rotary
tables, the heavy-duty tables reach dimensions of diameters, of up to 20 metres with
payloads of up to 150 tons. As a rule, those are specific special constructions adjusted to customer requirements.
Typical ranges of application of heavy-duty rotary tables are foundries, the manufacture
of interior products, the glass industry and the construction of large-size gears and
engines.
Due to the size, the housing and table plate are constructed in segments.

Specific advantages
– Robust cam technology for high load cycles
– Tool carrier and table plate as integrated solution, providing for an extremely low
installation height
– Basic construction individually adjustable to customer requirements
– Central bearings and outer support through heavy-duty rollers
– Available with fixed and flexible indexing increments (servo drive)
Rotary table with wide central opening (e.g. Ø 1,700 mm) for installation of an additional robot in the centre.
Flexible processing of 3, 4, or 6 work steps = Car body models.

Application example
Example
Flexible ring table EDH 3250

Type

60

Outer Ø tableplate (A)
(mm)

Inner Ø table plate (l)
(mm)

Height (H)
(mm)

Max. output moment
(Nm)

EDH 2250

2,000

1,300

400

30,000

EDH 2750

2,500

1,500

500

60,000

EDH 3250

3,000

1,700

600

100,000

Application examples
EXPERT-TÜNKERS heavy-duty rotary tables are calculated and constructed according to customer specifications. Please feel free to forward your technical data for designing.
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Globoidal rotary tables

Globoidal rotary tables, EGD series
Our smallest.
Compact rotary tables designed for maximum loads of 50 to 2000 kg with extremely
short cycle times and high precision, with backlash-free positioning. Transmission of
the constant rotating movement of the drive via a globoidal cam. The main fields of
use of EXPERT-TÜNKERS globoidal rotary tables are packaging machines, assembling machines, textile machinery, automated handling systems, conveying systems,
welding machines, machinery for glass-making and fabrication processes in which
extremely short cycle times are required due to high output.

Specific Characteristics and Advantages
As a rule, the rotary tables are driven by a factory installed shaft-mounted gear
motor. The cycle time is defined by the gear ratio. The rotary table can be delivered without drive and directly integrated into machinery drive chains.

64

EXPERT-TÜNKERS globoidal rotary tables are equipped with hardened and ground globoidal cams and cam
actuators.
The output bearing is a quality bearing with high basic load ratings, especially adjusted to globoidal rotary
tables.
The globoidal rotary table is equipped with a centred output flange and standard hole pattern, onto which a
table plate can be mounted. EXPERT-TÜNKERS supplies optional tooling plates in accordance with customers’ drawings.

Type

max. admissble axial force max. admissible radial force max. admissible overturning moment
Fax (N)
Frad (N)
Mkipp (Nm)

EGD80

3000

1500

400

EGD100

5000

2500

700

EGD125

6250

3125

1000

EGD160

8000

4000

1700

EGD200

14000

7000

2500

EGD250

20000

10000

4000

Product overview
Type

Angular
tolerance

Repeatability

Angular
accuracy

Lateral
True running
running at
at output
output flange
flange

Weight
(without fittings
such as motor,
drive,
controls etc.)

EGD80

± 75 sec

20 sec

40 sec

0.02 mm

0.02 mm

ca. 30 kg

EGD100

± 60 sec

15 sec

40 sec

0.02 mm

0.02 mm

ca. 40 kg

EGD125

± 48 sec

12 sec

24 sec

0.02 mm

0.02 mm

ca. 80 kg

EGD160

± 40 sec

10 sec

20 sec

0.02 mm

0.02 mm

ca. 110 kg

EGD200

± 30 sec

8 sec

16 sec

0.03 mm

0.03 mm

ca. 150 kg

EGD250

± 24 sec

6 sec

12 sec

0.03 mm

0.03 mm

ca. 400 kg

Installation Position
As a standard, EXPERT-TÜNKERS globoidal rotary tables are conceived for horizontal installation. In this case,
the oil fittings are located at the housing side 1.
Drive shaft
The standard position of the drive shaft is on housing side 4, upon customer request on side 3, or on both
sides. Please state alternative diameters and lengths of the shaft ends and featherkey ways on your faxed
enquiry.
Mounting position
Please refer to the following data sheets for information on the installation position of the gear motor.
Lubrication
The transmission is lubricated with mineral oil of the viscosity class
CLP460. Upon request, it can be filled with synthetic or food-grade oil.
Finish
As a standard, the housings are coated with machine paint in accordance with RAL 7035.

65

EGD80
with SEW SAF37-DR63M4B – 0.18 kW

Subject to technical modifications.

66

EGD100
with SEW SAF47-DR71DAB – 0.37 kW

Subject to technical modifications.

67

EGD125
with SEW SAF57-DT80K4B – 0.55 kW

Subject to technical modifications.

68

EGD160
with SEW KAF47-DT90S4B – 1.10 kW

Subject to technical modifications.

69

EGD200
with SEW KAF67-DV100L4B – 3.00 kW

Subject to technical modifications.

70

EGD250
with SEW KAF77-DV112M4B – 4.00 kW

Subject to technical modifications.
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Globoidal drives

Globoidal drives, EG series
Precision index drives which allow for an indexed motion with extremely high precision
and backlash-free dead-centre position via defined output shaft.
Globoidal index drives are preferably employed to drive swivel units, conveyor chains,
conveyor systems, packaging machines, printing and silk screen printing machines,
i.e. machinery with high processing speeds.

Specific features
– EXPERT-TÜNKERS globoidal index drives are equipped with hardened and ground
cams with globoid profiles and cam actuators for a long service life and low-vibration movement.
– The output bearing is a quality bearing with
high basic load ratings especially adjusted
to globoidal transmissions.
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EG series 50-250

Subject to technical modifications.
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EG series 50-250

Subject to technical modifications.

76

EG series 50-250

Subject to technical modifications.
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EG series 50-250

Subject to technical modifications.
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EG Baureihe 50-250

Subject to technical modifications.
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Rotating

Cycloidal
index drives
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Cycloidal index drives

Cycloidal index drive, EP series
Precision index drives with parallel arrangement of input and output shaft. In the
resting position, the output is positioned backlash-free and form-closed.
Main area of application
EXPERT-TÜNKERS index drives are used for operations where there is a need for
fast and vibration-free movement and repeated exact positioning, e.g.:
– Packaging machines
– Assembly machines
– Handling systems
– Conveying systems
– Tool changers

Operating principle

Support roller
Drive shaft
Cam

Output star wheel

Drive shaft
Features
– Robust, low-vibration cast housing
– Eccentric, torsion-rigid input and output shaft
– Hardened and ground disc cam and support rollers
– Due to the optimised drive geometry, large-size back-up rollers with high basic load
ratings are integrated, which allow for extreme loads and ensure a long service life
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Index drive models
EXPERT-TÜNKERS cycloidal index drives are available in numerous standard designs:
– 1-8 steps
– Indexing angle 90°-330°
– Axial distance 65-315 mm
– Speed 1-1000 upm
– Output torque 1-4000 Nm
– with shaft mounted gear
– with brake motor
– with limit switch unit
Accessories
Safety coupling
If required, the cycloidal index drives can be delivered with a safety coupling mounted to the output shaft.
Application example
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EP series 65-130

Subject to technical modifications.
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EP series 65-130

Subject to technical modifications.
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EP series 165-315

Subject to technical modifications.
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EP series 165-315

Subject to technical modifications.
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Conveying technology

Conveying technology
Conveying systems in the form of belt conveyors, indexing chain conveyors, accumulating conveyors and paternosters, e. g. as a buffer/magazine and for transporting car
body components or mechanical components.
Flexible storage system / Accumulating conveyor
Designed for workpiece transportation in production lines between two work stations
and cycle-time independent storage of the workpiece carriers on the transport route.
Loading and unloading independent of the respective production cycle.

Accumulating conveyor

Dual accumulating
conveyor

Suspended accumulating
conveyor

Flexible storage system
Chain conveyor according to the paternoster principle with flexible storage function
Advantages:
– Flexible storing, independent loading and unloading
– Defined transfer position of the workpieces
– Workpiece order first in / first out.
– Flexible linking of two automated areas, manual loading station and subsequent automation process
– Same functional range as accumulating conveyors.
– Advantageous installation concept, space-saving due
to utilisation of the construction height and paternoster principle.

Application example
Flexible storage system for
conveying of crankshafts

Indexing chain conveyor
Task: Workpiece transportation for loading of production cells or fixed linking of stations
Indexing chain conveyor

Adjustable indexing chain conveyor

For flexible production with integrated width adjustment function.
Small lot sizes of similar components with different dimensions require flexible conveying technology.
Application area: e.g. for the production of crankshafts / camshafts of different lengths
for 4 and 6 cylinder engines
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Belt conveyor
Features:
– Robust base frame in steel plate construction
– Drive motor arranged at the base and additional deflection roller for
pretensioning and length adjustment
– Loading and depositing area free from interfering edges, as the motor
is located below the conveyor belt
– Constant belt length, also after renewed tensioning
– Individual lengths and widths available
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Transporting technology
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Transporting technology
Transporting solutions, e. g. for the handling of automotive assembly groups such as
baseframes or body, installed as a complete production line with up to 40 work stations.
Application examples
Lift and carry units
Conveying system for body-in-white manufacture, for safe and accurate positioning
of skids transferring automotive bodies or automotive components in flexible station
design in non-linked lines.
– short cycle times
– soft component transfer
– flexible determination of transfer positions
– compact design
– extremely low-maintenance
– long service life
– good operator protection
– no frequency converter required for lifting

Basic HSF element: Lift columns
Drive module for dynamic lifting, lowering and transporting of high loads with simulatenous high positioning accuracy.

The movement profile is transferred via a curve-driven roller which realises dynamic and repeatable movements with a (defined) automatically locked end position.
Application areas include, among others, fixture changing systems, lift and carry systems, lift shuttle, line linkage, level lifters, material lifts and general transporting and guiding tasks.
Function
The curve-driven roller is activated by a geared motor. Acceleration and deceleration of the customer load is
generated via a curved grooved cut into the drive cam. The high-performance cam follower transfers accelerating and deceleration form-closed to the linear units.

Advantages
– Approved drive principle via cylinder groove and follower
– Smooth and shock-free drive movements
– Freely selectable working positions
– Acceleration and deceleration in accordance with the optimised law of motion pursuant to the VDI guideline
No. 2143.
– Highly precise, form-closed, mechanically locked end positions
Lift Shuttle
Conveying system for body-in-white manufacture, for safe and precise positioning of skidstransferring automotive bodies or automotive components in flexible station design in linked lines.
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Transporting technology

Monorail shuttle
EXPERT-TÜNKERS monorail lift shuttle systems, transport several components synchronically, harmonically and shock-free from station to station. The components are
synchronically lifted off, transferred horizontally and precisely positioned again at the
next station. The gentle component transfer is carried out at V = 0 m/min.
The vertical drive of the monorail lift shuttle system is based on two EXPERT-TÜNKERS standard lifters.
– Approved drive concept via cylindrical cams and cam followers
– Harmonic and shock-free drive motion
– High-precision, form-closed, mechanically locked end positions

Tool transfer unit
Suited as tool transfer unit within flexible
production lines.

Level lifter
Lifting fixture for transferring complete
car bodies from welding lines to the next
conveying process.
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Additional
modules
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Additional modules

Additional modules
Special drives
EXPERT-TÜNKERS provides solutions for your component transporting systems.
Our modular concept of drive units offers optimal, compact and economic solutions
for reliable, constant handling operations. All drive axles required for the handling
movements of high payloads are designed as separate modules with drive and control
systems.

Trunnion drive
For side panel tool changer.
Lift and rotate unit
For flexible transporting of
automotive bodies into optimal welding positions.
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Rotary table index drive with integrated precision lock
EGV series
With a view to short cycle times, standard index drives are designed for the transfer of high dynamic moments
for accelerating and decelerating payloads.
The force transmission via the pairing grooved roller / cam followers, limits the static moment that can be transmitted in the dwell period.
Applications in which the transmission of high standstill moments is required in working position (as to roll
hemming or specific positioning operations) rely on correspondingly oversized drives or the use of additional
locators.
Advantages:
– Extremely compact design – small space requirements
– Approved EXPERT-TÜNKERS curve-driven technology
– Easy dwell period positioning without complex servo technology
– Repeatable and high-precision positioning due to mechanically locked end position
– Application as horiziontal and vertical axis

EGV trunnion drive (windmill) as a drive module for
flexible underbody clamping technology

Extremely compact index drive. The output flange is
mechanically locked in the dwell period via a supporting element on the drive cam.
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Our product program: 9 modules for automation
1. Clamping

Manual clamp

Manual clamp with
pneumatic head

2. Positioning

Manual push-rod
clamp

Flat cylinder

3. Moving

Universal swivel unit

Swivel bracket

Mini clamp

Pneumatic gripper

Swivel clamp

Miniature retractable
locating pin cylinder

Retractable locating
pin cylinder

Linear cylinder with
toggle-joint system

Swivel unit

Electric swivel unit

Mammoth swivel unit

Vario clamp

Alpha clamp

Eco clamp

Dual linear cylinder

Dual linear cylinder
with toggle-joint system

Compact shot pin unit

Clamping traverse unit

Lift unit

Lift table

Electric clamp

Dual-arm clamp

Underbody clamp

Standard shot pin unit

Dual shot pin unit

Multi-force cylinder

Pneumatic traversing
unit

Heavy-duty traversing
unit

Servo traversing unit

4. Forming

Punch unit

Number marking clamp

5. Conveying

Chain conveyor

6. Gripping

Tubular gripper system

Clinching unit

Nut piercing unit

Electric stamping unit

Conveying belt

Accumulating conveyor

Detail of pin retractor
on Eurogripper

Eurogripper system

Stylus marking unit

Folding and creasing
unit

Hydraulic
cutter

Paternoster

Dual accumulating conveyor

Hydraulic cylinder

Multi-force cylinder

HydroAir cylinder

Width adjustable
chain conveyor

Suspended accumulating conveyor

7. Rotating

Curve-driven index
drive

Globoidal index drive

8. Welding

Miniature welding
tongs

Miniature welding
tongs

Standard rotary tables

Flexible servo rotary
tables

Heavy-duty rotary
tables

Welding clamp

Welding clamp with
transformer

Pedestal welding
tongs

Heavy duty ring
rotary table

Trunnion

Rotary lift unit

Robotic welding tongs

Tool changing
device

Pallet-box changing
system

Fixture turning unit

QS in accordance with VDA 6, part 4 + DIN EN ISO 9001:2000
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C-welding tongs

Carbon gripper system

Detail of clamp on
Eurogripper

Detail of clamp in
carbon frame

Detail of pin retractor
on tubular gripper

9. Transporting

Detail of clamp on
tubular gripper

Standard shuttle

Lift-powered roller bed

Lift and turn units

Monorail shuttle

Scissors lifts

Tool traversing units

Level lifter

Notes:
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Notes:
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EXPERT-TÜNKERS – is a company forming part of the TÜNKERS group. As plant equipment providers we are
specialised in automation solutions for car body manufacture.
Next to rotary tables, trunnion drives and conveying systems we offer suitable modules from pneumatic
clamps to robotic gripper systems and punching fixtures for nearly any application in serial production – in
Germany and across the globe.
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Seehofstraße 56-58 · D-64653 Lorsch
Postfach 11 49 · D-64647 Lorsch
Telephone +49 (0) 6251 592-0
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EXPERT-TÜNKERS – Your partner in automation.

Fast indexing and positioning

